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GOAL

▸ Predicting remaining useful life (RUL) for machinery -> preemptive 
maintenance, prevent failure 

▸ Forecasting via machine learning with “interpretability” 

▸ the decision logic of the model itself is transparent 

▸ != post-hoc explainability 

▸ Two types of models 

▸ Probabilistic lifetime models: easy to interpret, not machine-specific 

▸ Data-driven ML: black-box, but good predicting power 

▸ Combine them
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PROPOSED STRUCTURED-EFFECT NETWORK

▸ Decompose the RUL prediction into 

▸ population-wide baseline: A non-parametric, general lifetime 
common across all machines 

▸ machine-specific heterogeneity, including 

▸ A linear combination of sensor measurement 

▸ A recurrent component that incorporates historic data

explicit probabilistic lifetime model 

Parameter: a, b 
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1. COMMON BASELINE: PROBABILISTIC LIFETIME MODELS

▸ Use past lifetimes of all machines to fit a pre-defined pdf form 

▸ The Weibull distribution, and the log-normal distribution over 
total lifetime Z: 

▸ Conditional expectation, given that the machine had already 
run for time t 

▸ Parameter: a, b
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2. LINEAR COMPONENT

▸ input current sensor data: , or aggregation function 
over past sensor data:  

▸ Parameter: beta

βT Xt
βTϕ(X1, …, Xt)
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3. RNN

▸ RNN iterates over the sequence while updating its hidden 
state ht, which summarizes the already-seen sequence 

▸ The neural network can absorb the variance that cannot be 
explained by the other components 

▸ Parameter: Theta

Hidden state h1
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MODEL ESTIMATION THROUGH BAYESIAN INFERENCE

▸ Determine the optimised combined set of unknown parameters 
 by maximizing the overall likelihood: 

▸ all parameters with a pre-defined prior distribution  

▸ Non-parametric component  

▸ Linear component: normal ; Laplace prior for feature 
selection 

▸ Recurrent component: 2-layer LSTM, 100 and 50 neurons; All weights 
~ Gaussian prior with standard deviation 1

θ * = {a, b, β, Θ}

a ∼ 𝒩(aempirical,1), b ∼ 𝒩(bempirical,1)

βi ∼ 𝒩(0,10)
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VARIATIONAL BAYES METHOD

▸ approximates the true posterior via a variational 
distribution  

▸ -> Find the optimal lambda*, along with the 
corresponding distribution Q* that is closest 

▸ Derive a variational lower bound  and do gradient 
descent to optimise the three components simultaneously 

▸ Choose  by 

ELBO(λ)

λ ∇ELBO(λ)

ELBO(λ) =
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DATASET

▸ Turbofan Engine Degradation Simulation dataset  

▸ Predict the RUL (measured in cycles) based on sensor data 
from 200 aircraft engines -> 100 training, 100 testing 

▸ 21 sensors
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FORECAST RESULT

▸ Feature-engineering helps 

▸ Traditional ML < Structured-effect 
network < RNN
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FORECAST DECOMPOSITION

▸ The distribution-based lifetime component contributes a considerable portion <- overall nature of 
the RUL (0.175 of variance) 

▸ The sensor measurements introduce a within-engine and within-time variability (0.408 of variance) 

▸ The recurrent neural network introduces a non-linear black-box component: very small, maybe due 
to enough predicting power of the current measurement  (0.064 of variance)Xt
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POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTION

Distribution parameters a and b

Linear components corresponding to 21 sensors
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DERIVATION OF OPTIMISATION PROCEDURE
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DERIVATION OF OPTIMISATION PROCEDURE (CONT.)


